OUTBOARD JETS

...where no propeller motor can take you.

Go places...

with Outboard Jets
How it Works

Construction of a transom bracket is explained in the columns above.

The Outboard Jet

The outboard motors using an outdrive must be mounted in the motor which is located on the transom. The water from the motor's jet is directed through a nozzle toward the transom. As the water is forced down through the nozzle, it creates a vacuum that propels the boat forward. The outboard jet is a conversion unit for outboard motors designed for use on inboard boats.
Jet Drive Kits

Horsepower Selection

Performance

null
Go Outboard Jets...

...of safety with the highest degree of enjoyment on your boat. Let the excitement of full-throttle performance in shallow water. Share your passion to make the most of your boating day's when you

experience the excitement of going beyond the limitations of normal. Experience and selection of Going Adventure